BOOK LIST
for Kids Read identity:
Class Clown +
ART SMART!

www.TulsaLibrary.org/kids
Class Clown

Class Clown readers LOVE books that make them laugh! You enjoy books with outrageous characters doing radical things.

This list helps Class Clown readers that love to laugh and are interested in art.

- *El Deafo* by Cece Bell
- *Let’s Paint!* by Alborozo
- *The Day the Crayons Quit* by Drew Daywalt
- *New Kid* by Jerry Craft
- *The Legend of Rock Paper Scissors* by Drew Daywalt
- *The Case Of the Missing Chalk Drawings* by Richard Byrne
- *I Ain’t Gonna Paint No More!* by Karen Beaumont
- *Eraser* by Anna Kang
- *Big Nate* by Lincoln Peirce
- *Diary Of a Wimpy Kid* by Jeff Kinney